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ry [x,y)=-xy[xy,x)

Since [xy,x)= x[y,x)= -xjx.y], hence (4) yields that

ry [x,y]= xyx[x,y)

that is (ry-xyx) [x,y) =0, or x[x,y)2=0. At any rate,
since R is a division ring we must have [x,y]=O. Thus
R is commutative.

Lemma 2.2. IfR is semisimple it is commutative.

By (1), we know that xy commutes with [xy,x], there
fore (3) implies that

that

Proof. As is well-known, R is a subdirect sum of
rings R i which are primitive. As a homomorphic image
of R, each R i satisfies the hypothesis placed on R.
Thus, to show that R is commutative, it suffices to

a ::F- xn [[x,y) , x)= ix" [x,y), x)=- [x-x" [x,y), x),

that is x-x" [x,y) fiC; contrary to the hypothesis. Since
R, as a division ring, has no nonzero nil ideal; we can,
at this point, conclude that R is commutative by
Herstein [2]. But we will finish the proof of this
Lemma as follows:
Let x,y E R, by (1) we have:

x 2y [x,y)= x(xy) [x,y)=x[x,y) xy (2)

But x[x,y)=-x[y,x)= -(xyx-x2y)=-[xy,x), thus by (2),

ry [x,y)=-[xy,x) xy (3)
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Abstract
In this paper, we use the structure theory to prove an analog to a well-known

theorem of Herstein as follows: Let R be a ring with center C such that for all x,y E

Reither [x,yJ= 0 or x-x" [x,yJE C for some non negative integer n= n(x,y) depending
on x and y. Then R is commutative.
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Introduction
Throughout this paper, R represents an associative

ring with center C, and J(R) denotes the Jacobson radi
cal of R. As usual for x,y E R the commutator xy-yx is
denoted by [x,y).

The Jacobson structure theory is one of the most
useful in proving that appropriately conditioned rings
are commutative or anticommutative [1,3]. Using this

•
theory, Herstein [1] proved the following theorem:

Let R be a ring with center C such that for a fixed
integer n> 1, x-x" E C for all x E R then R is commu
tative. This is one of the finest results in ring theory.

The objective of this paper is to prove an analog to
the above- mentioned result. Indeed, we prove the fol
lowing:

Theorem 1.1. Let R be a ring with center C such
that for a fixed integer n> 1 either x-xn [x,y) E C, or
[x,y)= afor all x,y ER. Then R is commutative.

Materials and Methods
Preliminary Lemmas

We first establish the following Lemmas for a ring
R satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1.

Lemma 2.1. If R is a division ring it is commuta
tive.

Proof. First note that,
[x,y) commutes with both x and y, for all x,y ER. (1)
If not, for some x,y E R, [[x,y], y) ::F- 0, hence X::F- 0, Y::F

a and [x,y] ::F- O. Being in a division ring we deduce






